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Built in 1929 and demolished in 1930, the Barcelona Pavilion was rebuilt on the original site in 1986. Is it the “same” building? Many architects and critics question the reconstruction’s authenticity, dismissing it as a “fake.” Why the pavilion has inspired such doubt is an important topic because it relates to the very definitions of architecture. What determines a building’s identity—form, function, context, material, or something else? As a historically important work that has existed in more than one instance, the Barcelona Pavilion offers an extraordinary opportunity to consider this question. Examining the distinctions between the two structures highlights conventional standards of critical evaluation, exposing architecture’s core values and interrogating the very concept of preservation.

One of the most confounding puzzles of philosophy concerns the ship of Theseus. During its long voyages, the legendary Greek hero’s vessel requires extensive repairs, and eventually every board and plank is replaced so that not a scrap of the original material remains. With its constitution completely changed, is it the same ship? Answering this question depends on what is meant by “same,” a surprisingly elusive term. This topic is central to the philosophy of identity:

But if I’m not the same, the next question is, who in the world am I?

—Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865)

One of the most confounding puzzles of philosophy concerns the ship of Theseus. During its long voyages, the legendary Greek hero’s vessel requires extensive repairs, and eventually every board and plank is replaced so that not a scrap of the original material remains. With its constitution completely changed, is it the same ship? Answering this question depends on what is meant by “same,” a surprisingly elusive term. This topic is central to the philosophy of identity:

how much can a thing vary before it becomes an altogether different thing? What characteristics of an object are indispensable to its definition?

Modern architecture’s ship of Theseus is the Barcelona Pavilion. Built in 1929 and demolished in 1930, the pavilion was rebuilt with exacting quality and detail on the original site in 1986 (Figures 1-3, 5-6). Is it the “same” building?

When the second pavilion appeared, architects, historians, and critics were deeply ambivalent. Some hailed it as a revived masterpiece, some condemned it as an impostor, and others confessed to be dumbfounded. “[T]his building is not supposed to exist,” asserted Paul Goldberger. The architects of the reconstruction—Ignasi Solà-Morales, Cristian Cirici, and Fernando Ramos—admitted their own “tremor of doubt,” writing that rebuilding such a familiar landmark was a “traumatic undertaking.” During the planning stage, Philip Johnson pondered, “The problem before us is should a dream be realized or not? We have made such a myth of that building. Shouldn’t it be left in the sacred vault of the memory bank?”

The apprehension is not easily explained. The similarities between the two pavilions far outnumber the differences, and the construction quality of the reconstruction is far superior to the hastily erected original. Yet, without much elaboration, many critics have rejected the second pavilion as inauthentic, even while lauding its meticulous execution. A review in Progressive Architecture concluded, “Any faithful reproduction remains just that: a copy, a facsimile.” Routinely referred to as a “replica,” even by

Figure 1. Opposite page, top: Barcelona Pavilion, 1929 and 1986 (photographed 2009). Viewed from the northeast. The German tricolor flag flew over the 1929 pavilion; the flag of Barcelona flies over the current structure. (Left: Photograph by Berliner Bild Bericht. Opposite page, right: Photograph by Pepo Segura. Courtesy of Fundació Mies van der Rohe.)

Figure 2. Opposite page, middle: Barcelona Pavilion, 1929 and 1986 (photographed 2009). North courtyard with George Kolbe sculpture, Alba (“Dawn”). The original cast was plaster; the current cast is bronze. (Left: Photograph by Berliner Bild Bericht. Right: Photograph by Pepo Segura. Courtesy of Fundació Mies van der Rohe.)

Figure 3. Opposite page, bottom: Barcelona Pavilion, 1929 and 1986 (photographed 2009). View across the podium reflecting pool from the southeast. (Left: Photograph by Berliner Bild Bericht. Right: Photograph by Pepo Segura. Courtesy of Fundació Mies van der Rohe.)

the architects themselves, the 1986 pavilion is widely considered not quite legitimate but not quite illegitimate, either. Martin Filler wrote that “we must regard this admirable effort as something other than the real thing.” Questioning the pavilion’s authenticity continues to this day. In 2017, Anna and Eugeni Bach, commissioned to create an installation at the pavilion, described it as “a replica so faithful to the original that it is often difficult to remember its true nature.” More than one recent source has dismissed it as a “fake.”

Why the pavilion has inspired such doubt is an important question because it relates to the very definitions of architecture. What determines a building’s identity—form, function, context, material, technique, or something else? The Barcelona Pavilion offers an extraordinary opportunity to study this question because it is a historically important work that has existed in more than one instance. Examining the distinctions between the two pavilions highlights conventional standards of critical evaluation,
exposing architecture’s core values and interrogating the very concept of preservation. What is being preserved—the material artifact, an image, an idea, or a legacy—and are there aspects of a building that simply cannot be preserved at all? According to the Oxford Dictionaries, to preserve is to “maintain (something) in its original or existing state.” Has the Barcelona Pavilion maintained its original state or not?

The Identity of Identity
How to determine the identity of a thing has been a subject of considerable philosophical inquiry throughout history. Aristotle, often acknowledged to have originated the philosophy of identity, noted that while all things have a potentially infinite number of properties, some are of greater consequence than others. He distinguished between properties that may vary without affecting identity (“accidents”) and those that may not (“essence”): “The essence of each thing is what it is said to be in virtue of itself.” This distinction is fundamental to the Barcelona Pavilion(s). While there are clear differences between the 1929 and 1986 structures, there are also clear differences in any single building at different points in time, since materials weather, finishes dull, parts get replaced, and context changes. The important question is which variations might threaten identity.

In other words, what comprises the essence of the Barcelona Pavilion, and does its reconstruction violate these qualities? Aristotle listed four fundamental “causes” (aitia) of any object—form, matter, origin, and purpose. Form encompasses all the dimensional and spatial aspects of a thing; in the case of a building, this includes size, shape, and setting. The 1986 pavilion carefully matches these conditions by occupying the original’s footprint, revealed when excavation uncovered the old column footings. These remnants, along with a rediscovered paving plan, allowed the layout to be verified. Even the immediate context of the site on Barcelona’s Montjuïc hill has been restored to a state similar to that of the 1929 fair. According to Plato, Aristotle’s teacher, the essence of a thing ultimately consists of form apart from matter. Philosopher Peter Pesic describes the second ship of Theseus with the same language Martin Filler uses to dismiss the second pavilion: “We recognize the ship... by comparing it with the form we already know, its original archetype, as the real thing.” What Filler refers to as “the real thing” would be the pavilion’s form, and in fact, like many observers, he specifically applies the term “Platonic.”

In the reconstruction, writes one historian, the pavilion “is now as close to its original form” as possible. In Platonic terms, then, essence survives. Aristotle, however, insisted on the unity of form and matter, and in this sense the reconstruction returns the pavilion to Aristotelian reality. The structure is said to have “reacquired its material presence” in 1986.

Yet, physical presence may be exactly what troubles some critics. The prevalent view of the original pavilion was that it was “purely spatial,” as Vincent Scully described it in 1961. Its walls are commonly called “planes,” geometry separated from substance. Published floor plans often have no context or orientation—space without place. In 1936, George Howe praised the pavilion as the apex of “abstract design.” Claiming that it had been “liberated of all the purely material restrictions which usually govern architecture,” he declared that tangible presence was not essential to the pavilion: “Its disappearance is perhaps prophetic of a period when we shall have reduced the time element of our lives to a complete abstraction and nothing will remain to architecture but pure conceptual space.” The pavilion was not a “real thing” after all—it was an ideal, a “complete abstraction.”

What does historic preservation mean when the thing to be preserved is an abstraction? This philosophical quandary may explain why much of the criticism of the reconstruction seems illogical. For example, Filler protests the differences in color between the old and new stones, especially the onyx, but there are no color photographs of the original (Figure 5). He complains about the specific material selections, yet he admits they were necessary for longevity and that the quality of construction is better. Twisted logic reflects a deeper insecurity—not about the pavilion’s materials, but about its very existence. The reconstruction allowed viewers to experience for themselves, unmediated, a broad range of space, time, light, and color for the first time in half a century (Figures 7–8). But by bringing form and matter together again, it spoiled the fantasy. A ghost with a body is no longer a ghost.

According to identity theory, material changes do not necessarily jeopardize an object’s authenticity. While Aristotle renounced Platonism by emphasizing both form and matter in the recognition of objects (“Is there... a house apart from the bricks?”), he nevertheless felt that form was an essential quality and matter accidental. An oak table could be refitted with maple wood and still be considered the same table. In any building that is renovated, parts are replaced without endangering the overall identity of the place. Unless an arbitrary restriction is made on the number of parts that may be exchanged, theoretically the entire structure may change materially without losing its essence. Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye was substantially refurbished after being badly damaged during World War II. “Could one speculate,” asks Juan Pablo Bonta, “that because parts of the physical fabric have been replaced, the villa as it stands is no longer the same work of architecture?” If renovation threatens authenticity, he decides, “we should stop restoring architectural masterpieces—a patently absurd conclusion.”

Although the original pavilion had been celebrated for its “expert craftsmanship,” research prior to the reconstruction revealed that it had been a flimsy patchwork. On
The pavilion was a pasteboard illusion, and the viewpoints, cropping, and airbrushing of the famous photographs masked its flaws. Even the Kolbe sculpture was plaster (Figure 2). For years, the travertine podium was thought to be continuous at the perimeter, partly because floor plans approved by Mies illustrated it as such, but in reality it was sheared off abruptly at the northeast corner. The canonical images and texts preserve a version of the pavilion that never existed: it was a mirage, a phantom of itself.32

Hence, the reconstruction is not, in fact, “as close to its original form” as possible—it is close to its fabled form, the idealized version of popular imagination. Preservationists define a reconstruction as depicting “the form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving [structure] for the purpose of replicating its appearance at a specific period of time and in its historic location.”33 If the original pavilion never matched our mental image of it, what “specific period of time” does the reconstruction depict? “To restore a building,” insisted Viollet-le-Duc, the great preservation theorist of the early modern period, “is not only to preserve it, to repair it, or to rebuild, but to bring it back to a state of completion such as may never have existed at any given moment.”34

Is the 1986 pavilion a re-construction of something or an original in itself, a first construction of something previously unbuilt but felt to be lost? Philosophically, emulating form and place should be enough to establish identity, according to some theorists. Umberto Eco recounts that the twelfth-century Abbey of Saint Guineus was scrupulously restored stone by stone:

> [F]rom the point of view of materials the abbey we see today no longer has anything to do with the original, but from the point of view of architectonic design it is the same one. If we favor the criterion of the identity of form over that of identity of materials, and if moreover we introduce the criterion of “homolocality” (the modern abbey stands exactly in the same place as the original abbey), from a tourist’s point of view (and to a certain extent from that of an art historian) we are led to say that this is the same abbey.35

The condition of homolocality seems essential to both identity theory and preservationist standards (“in its historic location”). If the materials of the original pavilion—faux-painted stucco included—were discovered and reassembled in the original form but in a different place—say, a Nebraska cornfield—which pavilion would be considered authentic? Like London Bridge in Arizona, would the old pavilion in a new place be deemed a disappointing novelty, while the new pavilion in the old place became an architectural pilgrimage? Or would it be the other way around?

Like the ship of Theseus, the abbey’s parts and pieces were replaced slowly, seamlessly, so there was never a time when it ceased to exist in its recognized form, which remained constant even as matter varied. Yet, in the case of the pavilion, there is a long gap in time between the first iteration, which disappeared in 1930, and the second, which (re)appeared in 1986. This fifty-six-year interruption is certainly a principal reason the pavilions are considered separate structures. Nevertheless, a standard philosophical argument demonstrates that identity does not rely on so-called temporal continuity: if a repairman takes apart a clock, leaves it in pieces for a while, then puts it back together again, it is not likely to be considered a different clock, regardless of how long it was disintegrated.36 In 1871, the Church of Santa Maria della Spina in Pisa, a favorite of John Ruskin, was disassembled and rebuilt at a level one meter higher to avoid flood damage.37 Despite this pause, the identity of the later church has not been questioned. If the Barcelona Pavilion had been rebuilt immediately after being pulled to pieces in 1930, presumably its authenticity would not be doubted—even if some or all of its materials were replaced. In theory, a temporary separation of form and matter should not threaten the pavilion’s identity, which should survive even a half-century hiatus.

**Artworks and Artifacts**

The Barcelona Pavilion long has been considered a masterpiece of modern architecture and a work of art, a status that drove the desire to rebuild it.38 Identity theory becomes more complicated when considering things perceived to be artworks,
as opposed to common artifacts. Not long after the original pavilion was demolished, Walter Benjamin wrote that the authenticity of an artwork—its “aura”—is defined by a unique and tangible presence, which is lost under two conditions: translation (the transfer from one medium to another, such as architecture to photography) and multiplication (the loss of individuality): “The technique of reproduction detaches the reproduced object from the domain of tradition. By making many reproductions it substitutes a plurality of copies for a unique existence.”

Filler’s comment that the reconstruction is not “the real thing” is ironic, since the word real stems from the Latin res, meaning “thing,” connoting exactly what Benjamin emphasizes—tangible presence.

Considering the differences between original works, copies, and forgeries, the philosopher Nelson Goodman distinguished between autographic works and allographic works:

Let us speak of a work of art as autographic if and only if the distinction between original and forgery of it is significant; or better, if and only if even the most exact duplication of it does not thereby count as genuine. If a work of art is autographic, we may also call that art autographic. Thus painting is autographic, music nonautographic, or allographic.

Even exact copies of a Rembrandt are still considered copies—“simply imitations or forgeries, not new instances”—while all performances of a Mozart symphony are considered authentic, new instances of the work: “in music, unlike painting, there is no such thing as a forgery or a known work.” Architecture, Goodman speculates, seems comparable to music, in that it is created second-hand from notations, such as a score or a set of plans: “Any building that conforms to the plans and specifications . . . is as original an instance of the work as any other.”

Architecture may be more complex than Goodman suggests, as Remei Capdevilla-Werning points out: generic buildings such as tract housing are allographic in that any instance is considered authentic, while the effect is different for “masterpieces of architecture”; an exact replica of the Taj Mahal “would
only be a copy,” and the Parthenon in Nashville is “simply a copy of the one in Athens.” Hence, architecture, she contends, oscillates between the autographic and the allographic, sometimes in single structures, such as the Barcelona Pavilion: “The main argument for rebuilding the 1929 pavilion was its stature as a unique work of modern architecture. Being a unique work entails considering that the Barcelona Pavilion is autographic and, hence, that the 1986 pavilion is a replica of the 1929 one.”

On the other hand, she explains, because the 1986 Pavilion was built from painstakingly prepared notations, it becomes allographic, according to Goodman’s framework. At the 1986 dedication, Mies van der Rohe’s daughter announced that “for a second time, the German Pavilion of Barcelona has been given to the world.” Capdevila-Werning notes, “Only a work that is not unique can be given ‘for a second time’ and still continue to be the same; only allographic works can be reproduced and maintain the same identity, which compels us to affirm that the building recovered in 1986 is the same as the one erected in 1929.” Finally, given the shoddy construction of the 1929 version, the newer pavilion arguably is a closer approximation of the original intent, in which case it could be considered the primary pavilion, superseding the earlier structure. This raises doubts, however: “Our intuitive reluctance to conclude that the 1929 pavilion is not the Barcelona Pavilion points to the need to shift the identity criterion again, from allographic to autographic, and recognize that the pavilion’s identity is not totally defined by a plan.”

In this view, the pavilions are simultaneously different and the same, caught in a philosophical vortex, bouncing back and forth between autographic and allographic, the two structures vying to usurp the other’s identity. “This array of possibilities,” Capdevila-Werning concludes, “does not have to be interpreted as a failure in the process of identifying works, but as evidence of the inherent complexity and richness of architecture.”

At minimum, Capdevila-Werning demonstrates that dismissing the 1986 pavilion outright as a “facsimile” or “replica” does not hold up to philosophical scrutiny. However, the application of Goodman is intriguing but inconclusive. First, the examples of the Taj Mahal and the Parthenon are new instances constructed in different places, while the earlier structures still exist in the original locations. No one claims that the Parthenon in Nashville assumes the identity of the one perched on the Acropolis in Athens. A perfect copy of the Taj Mahal built in Tampa
would not persuade us that it is the authentic Taj Mahal. However, if the original were replaced on its historic site by that perfect copy, would we question its authenticity? If it happened instantaneously, no one would be the wiser, while a gap in time—whether a day, a year, or half a century—might raise doubt, although such a temporal breach has not undermined the identity of other structures, such as Santa Maria della Spina. The structure itself is the same in the two cases (whether appearing instantly or after a lapse in time), so it is merely our perception that changes.

Second, the claim that the pavilion must be autographic because its identity cannot be fully captured using notations overlooks similarly important structures built without the designers’ supervision. A 2010 survey of leading architects ranked Le Corbusier’s Saint-Pierre Church in Firminy, France, as one of the “most significant” works of the twenty-first century—even though it was designed in the middle of the previous century and built four decades after the architect’s death. Constructed exclusively from notations, it is the definition of allographic, yet it is hailed as a masterwork. With Mies’s own work, construction began or was completed posthumously on several important projects, including the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Library (1972) in Washington, DC, and the Brown Pavilion of the Museum of Fine Arts (1974) in Houston, Texas.

As Capdevila-Werning herself notes, when editors confront different editions of literary works, they are forced to choose an authoritative version without the writers’ input. Similar choices are made by preservationists when restoring any historically significant building—including the Parthenon itself, which has undergone extensive repairs over the past few decades. Arguably, the Barcelona Pavilion is no different, and any building is allographic the way a symphony is—reinterpreted successively as it is “performed” through preservation. The reconstruction architects in fact compare the process of interpreting the plans to a modern performance of a Bach oratorio.

Yet, when Capdevila-Werning acknowledges “our intuitive reluctance to conclude that the 1929 pavilion is not the Barcelona Pavilion,” she hints that the question at stake is not just about the work’s historical importance or “uniqueness”—it is about authorship. “Autographic” suggests a signature, something created by one’s personal hand, and
“masterpiece” implies the presence of a “master.” Highlighting the role of the artist in an artwork is equivalent to Aristotle’s third “cause”—the origin or agent, such as an artisan. A common reason to distrust the authenticity of the 1986 pavilion is the absence of the original architect in the process; Filler’s criticism at the time focused almost exclusively on whether Mies would have made similar choices: “Mies would take strong exception to...,” “Mies wanted it to read as...,” etc. In the late 1950s, Oriol Bohigas attempted to rebuild the pavilion with Mies, who would have faced the same challenges of durability and constructability that the 1986 builders did. If he had specified similar or even identical materials and details as they did three decades later, would the authenticity of the new pavilion have been questioned? “Without Mies, without his being responsible,” Bohigas lamented in 1958, “we would no longer be able to think seriously about reconstructing the pavilion.”

Perhaps more than any other work of modern architecture, the identity of the Barcelona Pavilion is fraught with hagiography. Mies has been called “a god among architects,” and his daughter’s description of the 1986 pavilion as being “given to the world...for a second time” sounds less like reconstruction than resurrection. Dostoyevsky’s Grand Inquisitor comes to mind: returning from the dead, Jesus is compelled to remain silent, as “He hasn’t the right to add anything to what He has said of old.” The Gospel is the Gospel, complete and intact; any editing would undermine the original Word. If “God is in the details,” as Mies supposedly proclaimed, would altering those details be heretical—even if altered by God himself? Is the reconstruction’s reunion of form and matter a kind of transubstantiation, or is it a desecration?

It was 1968, a year before Mies’s death, when Roland Barthes first published “The Death of the Author,” insisting that authorial intent is irrelevant to the experience and understanding of a work: “a text is not a line of words releasing a single ‘theological’ meaning (the ‘message’ of the Author-God) but a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings, none of them original, blend and clash.” Even those rare critics, such as K. Michael Hays, who place the original pavilion in its historical milieu still maintain that the architect’s “authorial motivation” is essential. Despite the concerns of Filler and others about what “Mies wanted,” a Barthesian view of the pavilion holds that Mies’s interpretation is no more authoritative than anyone else’s—perhaps less so. He approved of the idea of a reconstruction, and whether he would have made exactly the same decisions about its details is irrelevant: material changes were inevitable.
Unstuck in Time

The pavilion’s relationship to the path of the sun has not been discussed thoroughly in the most widely read texts on the pavilion, possibly because pre-reconstruction reviewers and critics seemed not to know the structure’s orientation.58 The canonical documentation tells only a partial story: published floor plans typically have not indicated context or the direction of north, and the famous photographs, shot mostly during a single morning in late spring, 1929, fix on a fleeting moment.59 In these images, the pavilion is stuck in time.

Because the length is oriented nearly north–south and the main plaza space faces east, an abrupt Manichean shift from light to dark occurs around solar noon. Suddenly the main surfaces seen from the plaza side are thrown into shadow, and by late afternoon most of the pavilion is shrouded in shade. The effect is exaggerated by expansive faces of travertine, which are extremely bright when exposed to sunlight. The colors of the other stones shift markedly throughout the day, along with reflections in water and glass.

The original structure lasted through three seasons, from May through January, so days drew progressively shorter and the sun fell lower in the sky: by autumn, the long backdrop was dark by mid-morning. As a public stage set, it received frontal light only a fraction of the time, so most visitors’ experiences would have been markedly different than the photographs capture. The original pavilion was a theatrical prop, evidently intended to be seen only at certain times of day and year.60 In reality, it is a place defined by darkness as much as light.

The reconstruction allowed viewers to experience a broad range of light for the first time since 1930. In 1986, some of the first published images rendered it in softer tones, later in the day. Color alone must have been a shock to many readers.61 Could unfamiliar qualities of light have influenced judgments about authenticity?
Figure 8. Shadow studies, taken in two-hour increments, May 29, 2018. The third image approximates the original photograph from 1929 (Figure 3, left). Hours are noted in Central European Time (CET) and Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Spain followed GMT until World War II and now follows CET. From 1918 to 1936, it inconsistently adopted Daylight Saving Time (DST), so times indicated could be off by an hour for 1929-1930. Later in the year, the original pavilion was shrouded in shade by mid-morning. (Photographs by Michele Curel, commissioned by the author.)

Figure 9. Site plan indicating north. (Courtesy of Fundació Mies van der Rohe.)
Will of an Epoch

Opinions on the authenticity of the reconstruction generally dwell on the pavilion as a physical artifact. Of Aristotle’s four “causes,” the final is purpose—“that for the sake of which a thing is done,” its reason for being. Why were the pavilions built at all?

The primary purpose of world’s fairs, which emerged in the mid-nineteenth century and grew in scale and stature well into the twentieth, was spectacle—to broadcast nations’ cultural, economic, and political might. “A principal means whereby government and private bodies presented their vision of the world to the masses,” explains historian Peter Greenhalgh, “the exhibitions illustrated the relation between money and power . . .”62 Nearly all the participants were colonial powers, and the exhibits typically included exotic objects acquired from foreign lands as “trophies or booty.”63 Unlike displays dedicated to industry or arts, national pavilions conveyed these imperialistic sensibilities without any content, for the structures themselves were the message and the medium. The 1929 German National Pavilion, intended to broadcast an image of the homeland, nevertheless was composed largely of exotic materials from abroad—Roman travertine, Tunisian marble, Vert antique from the French Alps, and Moroccan onyx dore, considered “one of the world’s rarest and costliest marbles.”64 In fact, Mies rejected a proposed German stone because it was not “noble” enough.65 While he claimed that modern architecture demanded new, industrially manufactured components, the German Pavilion was full of extravagant ancient stones extracted from other cultures, in the tradition of the Wunderkammer, a chamber of curiosities, the spoils of empire.66

Planning for the Barcelona International Exposition had begun in 1914 but was postponed until after World War I, and Germany, which had been barred from participating in the 1925 Paris exposition, initially was not included. The Weimar Republic was eager to establish its legitimacy in foreign affairs, and Barcelona was its first significant opportunity. The pavilion was intended specifically to give “voice to the spirit of a new era,” according to Georg von Schnitzler, the German commissioner to the exhibition.67 “Architecture is the will of an epoch translated into space,” Mies famously declared, and Philip Johnson described the pavilion as “a landmark of that period the way Chartres was a landmark of the medieval cathedral.”68 The canonical interpretation of the pavilion as “complete abstraction” purged all political meaning: after Mies fled Germany, the pavilion was increasingly recast as “alien to any deep political commitment.”69 But visitors in 1929 understood its function as propaganda, calling it “a symbol of Germany’s post war Kultur” and “representative architecture, like an obelisk or a triumphal arch.” Schnitzler announced, “This is the peaceful home of a Germany at peace!”70

Yet, Germany was anything but peaceful at the time. The Weimar period was defined by extreme volatility: An “integral feature of the era,” writes historian Detlev Peukert, is “the paradox, rarely explained,” combining “the hopeful picture of avant-garde cultural achievement and the bleak picture of political breakdown and social misery.”71 Many Germans did not accept the authority of the Weimar government, and Mies recounted later, “Building would remain a socially and politically charged activity.”72 As the pavilion was being razed, Germany itself came apart, falling into social and economic catastrophe. If the project represented Germany at that time—its stated purpose—the official view of its commissioners and most architects and historians has been that aesthetic purity signified cultural and technological progress. “We do not want anything but clarity, simplicity, honesty,” Schnitzler insisted. “You will find the most visible expression of this in this Pavilion.”73

While the pavilion was meant to signify peace and progress, it equally embodied the precarious circumstances that created it.

Post-reconstruction reviews of the pavilion emphasize dizzying surface and spatial effects, which some critics have questioned as “revisionary” readings.74 In actuality, these views echo the earliest accounts: “Such is the German Pavilion: the architecture of reflections,” one reviewer concluded in 1929. “And this, precisely, is the soul of the new Germany.” Sunlight was said to “splitter into a thousand flecks of scattered reflections.”75 Such surface effects coincide with commercial and cultural trends in 1920s Germany, a fact that does not appear in the canonical literature of the pavilion. As Janet Ward recounts, the “culture (or cult) of surface” that today defines all visual and consumer culture first arose in the cinemas, storefronts, electric signage, and other forms of consumerist spectacle in the Weimar era, presaging the transition from modernism to postmodernism. Ward labels the entire period Fassadenkultur, a culture of facades.76 The pavilion’s luminous milk-glass vitrine (Figure 3) has been described in mystical terms, but it also seems directly lifted from Berlin’s cinemas and shop windows of the time (Figure 10).77

The entire effect of the pavilion could be described as an amalgam of images from both “high” and “low” culture, observers comparing it to everything from a Roman temple to a circus tent.78 The mix of luxurious stones and industrial glass and steel—palace meets factory—threw off many critics in 1929 and foiled later historians’ attempts to fit the pavilion neatly into the nascent International Style.79 In one sense, the underlying podium serves the purpose of a classical crepidoma, conveying stability through connection to the earth, but here the platform is hollow, not solid, and cut short.
at the ends, thwarting its role as a visual foundation. It appears more as a stage set, an obvious function for political theater, and early concept sketches make this apparent (Figure 11). The proscenium effect of the front elevation (Figure 1) — wing walls, apron, backdrop, side stair, even a red curtain — evokes theaters or cinemas but also fairgrounds and carnivals. With many of the earmarks of popular fairs — edge location, blurred boundaries, elided space, ephemeral construction, transparency and veiling, illusory materials, etc. — the pavilion conjures Mikhail Bakhtin's depiction of the carnival as a "world upside down," a subversive social space: "these images are opposed to all that is finished and polished."80 Set off from the main space of the exposition, the pavilion was literally a sideshow.

Carnivals and fairs originated as festivals of the dead, and with over two million Germans lost in the war, grief weighed heavily on Weimar society and culture.81 The year the pavilion came down, Mies submitted a concept for the Neue Wache Memorial to fallen soldiers, in which he proposed the same polished Tinian marble.82 After visiting the pavilion, Rubió Tudurí called it a "somber . . . commemorative structure," and others have described it as "numinous" (religious or spiritual), a term most associated with funerary places, "the space of absence."83 A million dead lie buried nearby, in Barcelona's main cemetery on the Montjuïc, also notorious for political executions, even after 1929.84 In this light, the pavilion's stepped platform also evokes images of scaffolds, another form of political spectacle and a common theme in German cinema of the 20s.85 One commentator recently described the pavilion as "halfway between a film set and a mausoleum,"86 but actually it is both, simultaneously. The pavilion conflates sacred and profane, hallows and gallows.

Early reviews of both the 1929 and 1986 pavilions focused on two specific phenomena — reflective surfaces (glass, polished stone, water) and labyrinthine space (pinwheel movement, bounded but unenclosed rooms) (Figure 5).87 Combined, these qualities form a reflective labyrinth, a strange aesthetic condition for a space dedicated to "clarity, simplicity, honesty," and one that channels two traditions — one "low," one "high." The first, a mirror maze, echoes carnivals again. During the early twentieth century, Barnum-esque fairs were popular in Germany, stemming largely from
rampant “Americanism”.

The fairs were escapist diversions, and the spatial disorientation of distorted mirrors (Zerspiegel) may be linked through the pavilion, as a symbol of Germany, to the instability of Weimar culture.

The viewer, notes Josep Quetglas, is “eradicated through reflections.”

The second tradition, a hall of mirrors (Spiegelsaal), channels the parlors of European palaces such as the Amalienburg, and the pavilion housed its own “Throne Room,” where the king and queen of Spain presided during the opening ceremonies (Figure 5). The most famous hall of mirrors, the Galerie des Glaces at Versailles—also home to a legendary labyrinth—served as the site of both the formation of the German Empire (1871) (Figure 13) and its disintegration with the Treaty of Versailles (1919). More than any other single space, the Galerie des Glaces witnessed the fate of modern Germany, the pavilion’s symbolic subject.

On one level, the commingling of “high” and “low” could merely indicate an early-modern architect drawing consciously or unconsciously from myriad traditions for an important but rushed commission he confessed he did not understand. “I did not know what a pavilion should be,” Mies recalled. “It was very strange . . . .” But the conflation smacks of the bourgeois, the mixture of democratic and aristocratic values. During times of social instability, the differentiation between “high” and “low” culture becomes unsettled, because cultural distinctions coincide with class distinctions—when one fractures, the other follows. A labyrinth is the very emblem of such confusion.

In German cinema throughout the 1920s, similar motifs—distorted reflections, carnivals, showmen’s stages, mazes, striking shadows, etc.—were seen to be expressions of the Weimar struggle between chaos and order. The German Pavilion’s uneasy collage of patrician and popular forms was anything but politically meaningless.

This view portrays the pavilion’s sociopolitical conditions in metaphorical terms, but those conditions had a more direct impact on the structure. Mies was hired in May 1928, but thorough planning did not begin until September, only eight months before opening, and development was uneven. Delays stemmed both from equivocation about whether Germany would be invited to the exposition and from Germany’s own indecisions about whether to include a national pavilion. German officials were said to be “caught by surprise,” so the architect had to design the pavilion “almost overnight.” Mies remembered, “If the British and the French had not had a pavilion, there would have been no pavilion in Barcelona erected by Germany.”

Due to its uncertain diplomatic position, Germany entered the expo late and began planning for the national pavilion even later, largely to compete with Britain and France (incidentally its enemies during the war). Germany’s political anxieties led to a frenzied development schedule and slapdash construction. In other words, the pavilion’s house-of-cards physical condition was itself a direct consequence of Weimar politics.

This is evident most clearly in the pavilion’s centerpiece, the onyx
The search for its material did not occur until that winter, just a handful of months before the pavilion opened, as Mies recalled later:

There was not much time, very little time in fact. It was deep in winter, as you cannot move marble in from the quarry in winter because it is still wet inside and would easily freeze to pieces. So we had to find dry material. I looked round the huge marble depots, and in one I found an onyx block. This block had a certain size and, since I had only the possibility of taking this block, I made the pavilion twice that height.99

Pulled from a Hamburg showroom, where it was destined to be carved into vases for a steamer ship dining room, the onyx block, a virtual found object, became the structure’s built-in yardstick, its unique unit of measure ruling the pavilion’s dimensions and proportions. Visually, the lavish pinkish-gold wall was the most distinctive part of the architecture, often compared to an altarpiece.100 It also determined the very form of the building through the heights of the roof, the walls, the columns, and the interior. According to Aristotle, form is part of an artifact’s “essence,” while materials are “accidental”; but in this case a unique material specimen governed the building’s form. The onyx was essential to the pavilion: “I had only the possibility of taking this block.”

Germany’s political circumstances caused the late start that required using ready-made stone and therefore also directly shaped the pavilion itself—through the size of the onyx slabs.101 In his criticism of the reconstruction, Filler questions whether Mies would have approved of the color and pattern of the new onyx, but such quibbling overlooks a far more crucial point—the original specimen, lost after 1930, defined the shape of the structure. Without it, the pavilion is a reliquary with the wrong relic.102 This is possibly the single most significant difference between the two structures.

The 1986 pavilion came about through its own sociopolitical influences. In 2001, Xavier Costa, then the chief curator of Architecture and Art Programs for the Fundació Mies van der Rohe, told me that the decision to rebuild...
the pavilion was motivated largely by Spain’s return to democracy. The Spanish Civil War broke out in 1936, six years after the Barcelona International Exposition, and in 1939 Franco took control of Spain and established dictatorship, which lasted until his death, in 1975.\textsuperscript{103} Much like the Weimar Republic, the City of Barcelona sought ways to reestablish its prewar cultural reputation.\textsuperscript{104} The reconstruction of the pavilion was planned to coincide with the centennial of Mies’s birth but also to reaffirm the region’s cultural status. In the six years between the reconstruction and the 1992 Olympics, Barcelona’s economy soared. The city, like the pavilion, was said to be “born again.”\textsuperscript{105}

**Conclusion**

If we use identity theory to examine the pavilions as physical artifacts, their differences present little philosophical justification for questioning the authenticity of the reconstruction. A pristine phoenix, its form and quality arguably are closer to the prevailing understanding of the building than the original structure was. According to preservationists, a reconstruction “re-creates vanished or non-surviving portions of a property for interpretive purposes,” especially when “such reconstruction is essential to the public understanding of the property.”\textsuperscript{106} These purposes are validated by the fact that, since 1986, understandings of the pavilion have broadened significantly while echoing those who visited the original structure. One dictionary definition of *preserve* is “to keep alive or in existence; make lasting.”\textsuperscript{107} Certainly the reconstruction does this by offering a tangible presence, a spatial and temporal experience previously unavailable.

“The primary goal of preservation,” notes the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, “is to prolong the existence of cultural property.”\textsuperscript{108} To contend that the two built versions of the Barcelona Pavilion are essentially the “same” is partly to say that they have equal right to be called by that name. How things are named is a key aspect of identity theory: at any given time, we are justified in calling something by a particular name only if we can give a reason for supposing it to be identical with what we formerly addressed by that name.\textsuperscript{109} Yet, arguably the title “Barcelona Pavilion” most commonly refers to the version invoked in fictional notions and narratives.\textsuperscript{110} Since that version never physically existed, the name expresses identity without an object, a reference without a referent. The official names of the two built structures aptly convey their historical distinctions: the “German National Pavilion” (1929) and the “Mies van der Rohe Pavilion” (1986). One highlights the patron, the other the architect. Both are politically motivated.

The aim of preservation is not merely to maintain material artifacts—it is to appreciate the cultural heritage of the built environment, heritage that depends on both aesthetic and historical conditions. Far from being a “complete abstraction,” each of the two built pavilions is explicitly a product of its sociopolitical context. The design and construction of the 1929 pavilion evolved directly out of the situation in Germany at the time. Officially, it was intended to look forward, as an expression of postwar enlightenment and optimism, but in reality, it was stuck precisely in that moment in time, forever frozen in the famous photographs. The 1986 pavilion, however, was motivated by looking backward, to a brighter time in Spain’s history. Filler might have been correct all along when he called the new structure “a museum of itself.”\textsuperscript{111}

In the built pavilions, physical variations are relatively inconsequential, but differences in political motives and circumstances are significant. This should not necessarily delegitimize the reconstruction, but it should underscore the fact that form, material, and meaning cannot be disentangled easily.
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